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Planetary gearboxes are widely used in mechanical transmission systems due to their large transmission ratio and high
transmission efficiency. In a planetary gearbox, the sun gear is usually set to float to balance the sharing of loads among planet
gears. However, this floating set will result in the variation of pressure angle, overlap ratio, and meshing phase in the meshing
progress and when gear faults occur, the variation will be enlarged. In the previous studies, these parameters were reduced to
constant. To study the influence of the dynamic parameters on the vibration response of planetary gearboxes under different
operating conditions, a new lumped-parameter model containing the time-varying pressure angle (TVPA), time-varying overlap
ratio (TVOR), and time-varying meshing phase (TVMP) is established. Based on this model, the vibration response mechanism of
the sun gear is analyzed. Moreover, the comparison with the previous model is made and the rule of phase modulation caused by
these dynamic parameters is revealed. By comparing the dynamic responses under different loads and rotation speeds, the phase
modulation is studied in detail. Finally, the sun gear fault is introduced, and the phase modulation is analyzed in different fault
degrees. +is study can provide theoretical reference for the condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of planetary gearbox based
on vibration analysis.

1. Introduction

Nowadays, planetary gearbox is widely used in various
mechanical systems, such as automobiles, helicopters, wind
turbines, and robots for its advantages of large transmission
ratio, high transmission efficiency, and compact structure
[1]. Compared with the fixed shaft gearbox, planetary
gearbox has more complex mechanical structure and gear
movement, especially the time-varying vibration transfer
paths, which leads to unnecessary modulation and asym-
metric frequency sidebands in addition to a lot of noise in its
vibration response [2–5]. Hence, for planetary gearboxes,
the vibration suppression, noise reduction, and fault diag-
nosis become extremely difficult [6]. To effectively solve
these problems, it is necessary to build a planetary gearbox
model and study the mechanism of vibration.

With the development of high-speed and heavy power
rotating machinery, numerous researches on gear material

selection [7], gear contact analysis [8], and gear models,
including uncertain model [9–11] and deterministic model,
have been conducted for the studies of vibrationmechanism.
In 1994, Kahraman [12] proposed a nonlinear dynamic
model. Later, Inalpolat and Kahraman [13, 14] introduced
manufacturing error and time-varyingmeshing stiffness into
the model and studied the modulation sidebands of plan-
etary gears. Zhai et al. [15] considered the installation error
of the carrier and analyzed the dynamic characteristics in
different error directions. Lin et al. [16] and Parker et al. [17]
studied the natural frequencies and vibration modes and
gave the mathematical expression for each mode. Combined
with FEM, Concli et al. [18] proposed a lumped-parameter
model with 18 degrees of freedom to study the frequency
characteristics of the planetary gear system. Noticing that the
multisource vibration components in the vibration signals
were affected by the vibration transfer paths, a dynamic
model containing time-varying vibration transfer paths was
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developed [19–21]. But all of these models are single state. In
light load transmission, teeth separation and back-side tooth
contact may occur. +erefore, Yang et al. [22] and Shi et al.
[23] proposed a two-state model by introducing gear
backlash to research meshing state and vibration charac-
teristics of the system. Zhang et al. [24] proposed a dynamic
model with a multiclearance coupling to analyze the vi-
bration characteristics. Zhao et al. [25] developed a non-
linear dynamic model containing time-varying meshing
stiffness, damping, static transmission error, and backlash.
In a planetary gearbox, the sun gear is usually set to float to
balance the load sharing among the planetary gears. Singh
[26] provided a physical explanation for the basic mecha-
nism causing the unequal load sharing phenomenon in both
floating and nonfloating systems. Kahraman [12] predicted
the dynamic load sharing factor and analyzed the influence
of manufacturing errors, assembly changes, and key design
parameters on it. When gear failure occurs, the vibration
response of the planetary gearbox will also change. Li et al.
[27] analyzed the frequency components of planetary
gearbox in the healthy and fault states and explained the
asymmetry of frequency sidebands. Parra and Vicuña [28]
studied the frequency contents of planetary gearbox vi-
bration signal via comparing phenomenological model with
lumped-parameter model under nonfault and different fault
conditions. Feng and Zuo [29] added the gear fault into the
model to analyze the amplitude modulation and frequency
modulation spectrum characteristics of the vibration signal.
For early fault detection, Liu et al. [30] proposed a resultant
vibration signal model and analyzed the faulty features of a
signal stage planetary gearbox under nonstationary load
conditions. Chen and Shao [31] analyzed the influence of
tooth root crack at different positions and inclination angles
on the dynamic response of the planetary gear system.
Parker et al. [32,33] pointed out that the meshing phase had
an important influence on the static and dynamic response
of planetary gearbox and gave the meshing phase rela-
tionship among planet gears, sun gear, and ring gear. Later,
Peng et al. [34, 35] applied meshing phase information to
diagnose fault of planetary gearbox.

However, due to the sun gear floating set, bearing elastic
deformation, and gear faults, the pressure angle and overlap
ratio of the meshing gears will continually change in the
operating process, and these variations are rarely considered
in the previous established model. To study the influence of
time-varying pressure angle and overlap ratio on the vi-
bration response, a dynamicmodel with a floating sun gear is
established. In this model, the TVPA, TVOR, and TVMP
were considered as well as the vibration transfer path and
time-varying meshing stiffness. Based on this model, the
vibration response mechanism of the sun gear is analyzed.
And then by adding typical sun gear fault, the influences of
the fault on TVPA, TVOR, TVMP, and dynamic response
are investigated. By comparing with the previous model
under different operating conditions, the phase modulation
rule is also analyzed.

+e rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
establishes the dynamic model of the planetary gearbox. In
Section 3, the variation rule and phase modulation rule of

time-varying pressure angle and overlap ratio under dif-
ferent working conditions and different fault severity are
analyzed based on the proposed dynamic model. And the
conclusions are given in Section 4.

2. Dynamic Model of the Planetary Gearbox

2.1. Parameter Definition. +e dynamic model of the gearbox
in this study is a 2K-H planetary gear model which is displayed
in Figure 1. +is model contains a sun gear (s), n identical
planet gears (pi, i � 1, 2, . . . n), a ring gear (r), and a carrier
(c). +e carrier serves as power input component and the sun
gear is connected to the output shaft. All gear bodies are
regarded as rigid and each element has one rotational and two
translational degrees of freedom [12]. +e coordinate systems
used in this model are illustrated in Figure 2. +e absolute
coordinate system XOY is fixed on the ring gear, and the ro-
tating frame of reference u, v{ } is attached to the carrier. +e
translational displacements of the sun gear, the carrier, and the
ring gear are denoted as xj, yj, j � s, c, r, respectively. +e
translational displacements of planet gears are defined as τpi

,
ηpi

, i � 1, 2, . . . n, respectively. And all these translational dis-
placements are measured with respect to the coordinate {u, v}.
+e basis coordinate u, v{ } rotates at the speed of Ωc together
with the carrier. And the rotational coordinate can be expressed
as uj � rj × θj, j � s, c, r, p1, . . . , pn, where rj is the base circle
radius of the sun gear, the ring gear, planet gears, and the radius
of the circle passing through the planet centers for the carrier,
and θj is the component rotation angle. In the model, cir-
cumferential planet locations are specified by the fixed angleφpi

,
where φpi

is measured relative to rotating basis vector u so that
φp1

� 0. +e mass of elements is denoted as mj, the inertia
moment is Ij, and the number of teeth is zj (j � s, c, r,
p1, . . . , pn). +e supporting stiffness and damping of each
element are denoted as kj and cj. +e gears interact with each
other through the mesh stiffness of kspi

and krpi
(kspi

for s-pi

mesh and krpi
for r-pi mesh) andmesh damping of cspi

and crpi

(cspi
for s-pi mesh and crpi

for r-pi mesh) on themeshing action
plane [12]. To simplify the model, the torsional stiffness of the
shafts is neglected and the housing is regarded as rigid [25]. To
reduce the asymmetry of load distribution on the planets, the
sun gear is set to elastic float. +e methodology followed in this
study is displayed in the flow chart shown in Figure 3.

+ere will be contacting deflection on meshed teeth
when the gearbox operates. +e deflection of s-pmesh and r-
p mesh can be expressed as [13]

ξspi
� xs sinψspi

− ys cosψspi
− τi sin αspi

− ηi cos αspi

+ us + upi
− espi

,

(1a)

ξrpi
� xr sinψrpi

− yr cosψrpi
+ τi sin αrpi

− ηi cos αrpi

+ ur − upi
− erpi

.

(1b)

+e relative deflection along τi and ηi between the carrier
and planet can be expressed as [13]
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Figure 1: +e structure diagram of a 2K-H planetary gear model.
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Figure 2: +e dynamic model with three planet gears located at equal angle.
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ξcpix
� xc cosφpi

+ yc sinφpi
− τpi

, (1c)

ξcpiy
� xc sinφpi

− yc cosφpi
− ηpi

+ uc. (1d)

where espi
and erpi

represent the transmission error of s-pi

and r-pi, respectively. ψspi
� αspi

+ φpi
and ψrpi

� αrpi
− φpi

,
withαspi

and αrpi
denoting the pressure angle of s-pi and r-pi,

respectively. Because of the vibration of the floating sun gear
and planet gears during the rotation of the gearbox, the
pressure angles αspi

and αrpi
are time-varying. And the

TVPA of s-pi and r-pi can be deduced from geometry as
follows [36]:

αspi
� cos− 1 rs + rpi��������������������

xs − xpi
 

2
+ ys − ypi

 
2

 , (2a)

αrpi
� cos− 1 rr − rpi���������������������

xr − xpi
 

2
+ yr − ypi

 
2

 , (2b)

where xs and ys represent the location of the sun gear center
and xr and yr denote the location of the ring gear. All these
coordinates are measured in the absolute coordinate.

xpi
and ypi

are the location of the planet gear center in the
absolute coordinate which can be calculated as follows [36]:

xpi
� xc + τpi

+ rc cos θ + φpi
  − ηpi

sin θ + φpi
 , (3a)

ypi
� yc + τpi

+ rc sin θ + φpi
  + ηpi

cos θ + φpi
 , (3b)

where xc and yc are the position of the carrier in the absolute
coordinate. τpi

and ηpi
are the location of pi in the coordinate

τpi
, ηpi

 . θ represents the rotation angle of the carrier.
And as shown in Figure 4, the variation of the meshing

phase at the pitch point can be deduced as follows

βstart � cos− 1rs d × cos α
ras

, (4)

d1 �

������

r2as − r2s



+
�������
r2ap − r2p


− rs + rp tan α, (5)

rend �

�������������������
������

r2as − r2s



− d1 
2

+ r2s



, (6)

βend � cos− 1rs d × cos α
rend

, (7)

cevolve_cycle � tan βstart(  − βstart  − tan βstart(  − βend , (8)

cvaryevolve spi
� tan αspi

  − αspi
  − (tan α) − α{ },

(9a)

cvaryevolve rpi
� tan αrpi

  − αrpi
  − (tan α) − α{ },

(9b)

δspi
� 2π

cvaryevolve_spi

cevolve_cycle
, (10a)

δrpi
� 2π

cvaryevolve_rpi

cevolve_cycle
. (10b)

Herein d1 describes the length of the actual line of
mesh. βstart stands for the pressure angle of addendum
circle of the sun gear and βend is the pressure angle for s-
pi at the mesh separation point as shown in Figure 4.
ren d is the radius of the circle for the sun gear where the
mesh separation point is located. cevolve_cycle denotes the
evolving angle of the meshing tooth surface.
cvaryevolve spi

and cvaryevolve rpi
represent the variations of

evolving angle relative to the evolving angle in the
reference circle. δspi

and δrpi
are the variations of

meshing phase of s-pi and r-pi relative to the standard
meshing phase whose value is 2πfm (fm is the meshing
frequency).

+erefore, the actual meshing phase is (δspi
+ 2πfm)

for s-pi mesh, and the actual meshing phase is
(δrpi

+ 2πfm) for r-pi mesh. α is the standard pressure
angle of reference circle. For the gear with a reference
circle pressure angle of 20° is most widely used in
standard gears, the value of α is set to 20°. For conjugate
tooth profile, although their tooth profile shape is
different in unit time, they change the same meshing
phase.

For the mating gears, the meshing stiffness is not
always the standard value in the progress of rotation. It
changes periodically as shown in Figure 5. In one mesh
cycle, when the mating gears are just coming into mesh,
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Figure 3: Flow chart of the methodology.
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they are in the state of double-tooth mesh (for external-
external mesh) or the most teeth mesh (for internal-
external mesh) and become single-tooth mesh or the
fewest teeth mesh near the pitch point. When the
meshing teeth are going to be separated, they come into
double-tooth mesh or the most teeth mesh again. +e
proportion of the double-tooth mesh or the most teeth
mesh in a whole mesh cycle is determined by contact
overlap ratio. However, the contact overlap ratio is also
time-varying, which can be defined as follows [36]

εspi
�

������
r2as − r2s


+

��������
r2api

− r2pi


− rs + rp tan αspi

pb

,

(11a)

εrpi
�

��������
r2api

− r2pi


−

������
r2ar − r2r


+ rs + rp  sin αrpi

/ cos αspi
 

pb

,

(11b)
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Figure 4: +e meshing progress of the sun and planet gears. (a) +e moment of meshing start. (b) +e moment of meshing finish. (c) +e
meshing progress with the sun gear bounce.
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where pb is the base pitch. ras, rapi
, and rar are the addendum

radii of the sun gear, planet gear, and ring gear, respectively.
αspi

and αrpi
are the time-varying pressure angle of s-pi and r-

pi.
+e proportion of the mesh in which the maximum

number of teeth participate can be expressed as follows:

λspi
� εspi

− ⌊εspi
⌋, (12a)

λrpi
� εrpi

− ⌊εrpi
⌋. (12b)

In 12(a) and 12(b), ⌊ · ⌋ is defined as the rounding
function.

+erefore, the time-varying meshing stiffness can be
expressed as

kspi
(t) �

Γ, mod θ × zr + φpi
× zs + δspi

, 2π  ∈ 2π∗λspi
, 2π εspi

− λspi
  ,

1.8Γ, mod θ × zr + φpi
× zs + δspi

, 2π  ∈ 0, 2π∗λspi
 ,

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(13a)

krpi
(t) �

Λ, mod θ × zr + φpi
× zr + ρ + δrpi

, 2π  ∈ 2π∗λrpi
, 2π εrpi

− λrpi
  ,

1.8Λ, mod θ × zr + φpi
× zr + ρ + δrpi

, 2π  ∈ 0, 2π∗λrpi
 .

⎧⎪⎨

⎪⎩
(13b)

In 13(a) and 13(b), mod(·) is defined as the remainder
function. Γ is the meshing stiffness constant corresponding
to the single-tooth mesh area of s-pi and 1.8Γ is the internal-
external mesh corresponding to the double-tooth mesh area
of s-pi. θ stands for the rotation angle of the carrier. Because
of the vibration of gears and the TVPA, θ is not simply a
linear function of time. In this model, it is calculated by
numerical integral. φpi

is the circumferential location angle
of the planet gear. A mesh cycle can be divided into single-
tooth mesh and double-tooth mesh, and the whole mesh
cycle is regarded as 2π radian. +e ring gear is fixed, when
the carrier rotates θ radian, the meshing phase variation of
meshed gears is ×zr, and the initial phase of meshed gears is
φpi

× zs which is caused by the location angle of planets. +e
initial meshing phase of s-p1 is zero. δspi

is the variation of
meshing phase relative to the theoretical meshing phase
whose value is θ × zr + φpi

× zs for s-pi mesh and θ × zr +

φpi
× zr + ρ for r-pi mesh. ρ is the initial meshing phase

difference of s-pi and r-pi. For different planet gears, ρ has
the same value. Hence, when the carrier rotates θ radian, the
meshing phase of s-pi mesh is θ × zr + φpi

× zs + δspi
, and the

r-pi mesh is θ × zr + φpi
× zr + ρ + δrpi

. As shown in Figure
6, the meshing stiffness mutates at the moment that the
meshing teeth divorce. +is is just because of the TVPA and
the TVOR.

In the actual measurement, the sensor is generally
arranged on the shell of the gearbox and its position is
fixed. However, due to the rotation of the carrier, the
meshing points of these gears periodically approach and
then move away from the sensor, which will affect the
energy of vibration signals collected by the sensor.
+erefore, to simulate this pass-through effect of plan-
etary gears, the Hanning window can be used as a
weighting function which can be described as [13]

w �
1
2

−
1
2
cos

2πnt

Tc

 . (14)

For planet pi, the weight function can be written as
follows [13]:

wpi
� σpi

× w t −
φpi

Tc

2π
 , (15)

σpi
�

1, mod t, Tc(  ∈
Tc

n
(i − 1),

Tc

n
i ,

0, mod t, Tc(  ∉
Tc

n
(i − 1),

Tc

n
i ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(16)

where Tc denotes the rotation cycle of the carrier andmod(·)

is defined as the remainder function.
+e amplitude of vibration signal received by the sensor

is calculated by the weight function when the meshing point
is located in the action region. Outside the action area, the
vibration energy of themeshing point has a great attenuation
in the process of transferring to the sensor, so the vibration
of the meshing point from the position outside the action
region can be ignored. +erefore, the total acceleration
measured by the sensor can be determined as follows [13]:

a � 
n

i�1
Sspi

wpi
aspi

+ Srpi
wpi

arpi
 , (17)

where Sspi
and Srpi

are the attenuation coefficient of the
energy during the transmission from the meshing point to
the sensor. Because the transmission path for the external-
external mesh is longer than that of the internal-external
mesh, the value of Sspi

should be smaller than Srpi
. In this

model, they are set as Sspi
� 0.4 and Srpi

� 0.7, respectively.

2.2. Dynamic Equations. Based on the above parameter
definitions, the dynamic equilibrium equations can be listed
out.

For the carrier, the dynamic equations can be expressed
as
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mc €xc + kcxc + cc _xc − 
n

i�1
kpi

τpi
+ cpi

_τpi
 cosφpi

− 
n

i�1
kpi

ηpi
+ cpi

_ηpi
 sinφpi

� 0,

(18a)

mc €yc + kcyc + cc _yc − 
n

i�1
kpi

τpi
+ cpi

_τpi
 sinφpi

+ 
n

i�1
kpi

ηpi
+ cpi

_ηpi
 cosφpi

� 0,

(18b)

Ic

r2c
€uc + 

n

i�1
kpi

ηpi
+ cpi

_ηpi
  �

Tc

rc

, (18c)

where Tc is the input torque.
And the dynamic equations of the sun gear, ring gear,

and planetary gears can be given referring to [37].

3. Numerical Simulation

3.1. Ideal Pressure Angle, Overlap Ratio, and Meshing Phase.
+e basic parameters used in this model are shown in Ta-
ble 1.+e input speed of the carrier is 100 rpm, and the input
toque is 2500Nm. +e supporting stiffness of the sun gear,
ring gear, carrier, and planet gears are set up as 5E7N/m,
1E8N/m, 1E8N/m, and 2E9N/m, respectively. +e meshing
stiffness constants Γ and Λ are 4.5E8N/m and 5E8N/m,
respectively. All the gears are standard in this model. +e
transmission errors of s-pi and r-pi pairs are neglected. +e
dynamic differential equations of the model are solved by the
numerical integration algorithm. Because the three planets
can be seen as the same, the vibration responses of them are
also the same except for the location angle difference.
+erefore, in this study, we just consider the mesh of s-p1.

Keeping the pressure angle, overlap ratio constant, and the
meshing phase theoretical, the meshing stiffness of s-pi and r-pi

is shown in Figure 7. Because the pressure angle and overlap ratio
are constant, the cycle ofmeshing stiffness and phase differenceφ
between the sun gear and planet gear is also constant with the
value of 120°. For the same planet pi, the phase difference ρ
between s-pi and r-pi is also constant. Figure 8 displays the

meshing force of s-p1, and it contains four times of carrier
rotational frequency, meshing frequency, and its double fre-
quency. Because of the planet location angle and the number of
teeth of the ring gear, the spectrum is asymmetric and the
amplitude ofmeshing frequency is suppressed to some extent [2].

3.2.Time-VaryingPressureAngle,OverlapRatio, andMeshing
Phase. When the TVPA, TVOR, and TVMP are introduced
into the model, the dynamic response will change. Because
of the floating set, the sun gear presents a triangular motion
due to the meshing force of s-pi which is shown in Figure 9,
and the center track of the sun gear is shown in Figure 10. If
the sun gear and planet gears have only rotational freedom
and do not consider the effect of manufacturing errors, the
deflection of ξsp1

, ξsp2
, and ξsp3

will have the same value
during the rotation. However, the meshing stiffness of ksp1

,
ksp2

, and ksp3
is different. As a result, the sun gear is subject to

unbalanced meshing forces Fi from the three planet gears
which can be decomposed into Fix, Fiy, and M as shown in
Figure 9(a), and the resultant force is in the same direction as
F1. +erefore, the sun gear will generate a translational
motion trend along the direction of F1 to cause the resultant
force of the meshing force F1, F2, and F3 to be zero. When
the meshing phase of s-pi changes φ radian, the force of the
sun gear is shown in Figure 9(b) and the sun gear will
generate a translational motion trend along the direction of
F2. By the same token, when the meshing phase of s-pi

changes another φ radian, just like Figure 9(c), the sun gear
will generate a translational motion trend along the direction
of F3. +is combination of translational and rotational
motion of the sun gear presents a motion similar to triangle.
And the triangular motion of the sun gear causes that the
pressure angle and overlap ratio change in a nearly sinu-
soidal way whose period is the meshing cycle. And there are
six turning points in one cycle which are caused by the six
obvious mutations of meshing stiffness between the sun gear
and three planets in one mesh cycle as shown in Figure 11.
Comparing Figures 7 and 11, it can be seen that when the
stiffness value changes suddenly at the critical point of
meshing, the meshing pressure angle also changes suddenly.
Correspondingly, there are also six turning points in one
cycle of TVOR as shown in Figure 12. +e meshing stiffness
of s-p1 is shown in Figure 6. Because of the TVPA and
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)
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Figure 6: Meshing stiffness of s-p1 mesh.
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TVOR, the value of meshing stiffness result in small fluc-
tuations on the basis of theoretical value which can be easily
observed at the alternation between single-tooth and double-
tooth mesh in Figure 6. Figure 13 shows the spectrum of
meshing force of s-p1 in which the meshing frequency and
its multiplication can be easily observed. And we can also see
that there are more frequency components in the conditions
of TVPA and TVOR than that in the constant conditions.
+is is because TVPA causes the variation of meshing phase
as shown in Figure 14. +e variation of meshing phase gives
rise to phase modulation that produces the additional

frequency components. But the variation value is small and
its influence on meshing force spectrum reflected in the
amplitude and there are more sharp points in the time-
varying condition.

3.3. Comparison of Dynamic Response in Different Operating
Conditions. To investigate the influence of operating con-
ditions on TVPA and TVMP, the simulation is conducted in
different input speeds and torques.

With other conditions unchanged and the input torques
being 1500Nm, 2000Nm, and 2500Nm, the TVPA and
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Table 1: Basic parameters of the model.

Parameters name Sun gear Ring gear Planet gear +e carrier
Number 1 1 3 1
Number of teeth 10 62 26 —
Mass (kg) 0.28 3.64 0.34 2
Gear module (mm) 2.25 2.25 2.25 —
Standard pressure angle (°) 20 20 20 —
Inertia moment (kg·m2) 2.10E − 04 5.05E − 04 2.90E − 04 4.93E − 03
Fault feature frequency (Hz) 31 5 7.95 —
Rotation frequency (Hz) 12 0 2.31 1.67
Meshing frequency (Hz) 103.33 103.33 103.33 103.33
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TVMP of s-p1 mesh are shown in Figures 15 and 16, re-
spectively. With the increases of input torque, the range of
variation for both of them is also increased. But the period
and the form of sine is unchanged, which is nearly inde-
pendent of the input torque. Also, there are six turning
points in one cycle and the moment of them is almost
unaffected by the different input torques. In different input
torques, the pressure angle and meshing phase variation
have the same amplitude modulation frequency. Figure 17 is

the spectrum of the force for s-p1 mesh in different input
torques. It is clear that with the increase of input torques, the
meshing force is also increased. However, due to the in-
creases of meshing phase variation, the frequency offset will
also increase, so there will be a different frequency offset in
both sides of meshing frequency. In order to study the
influence of phase modulation on the vibration response, the
signal energy shown in Figure 18 is calculated (19999
sampling points).
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+e simulation numbers corresponding to the oper-
ation conditions are shown in Table 2. For both constant
and TVPA conditions, it is calculated under the constant
rotation speed and different input torques. And for the
same simulation number, both of them are calculated in
the same rotation speed and input torque whose energy
difference is presented in Figure 19. It is obvious that as
the torque increases, the signal energy is also increased
linearly. +is is because with the increase of torque, the
amplitude of meshing vibration will also increase sig-
nificantly which leads to the increase of signal energy.

However, the signal energy of constant pressure angle is
larger than that of TVPA. Due to the phase modulation
generated by TVPA, the amplitude of some vibrations is
suppressed which makes the energy of the signal reduce.
As shown in Figure 19, when the torque exceeds 2000 N/
m, the suppression of signal vibration by phase modu-
lation will be reduced. +erefore, it can conclude that the
suppression of signal vibration by phase modulation does
not always increase with the increase of torque.

With change in the input speed and the input torque
being constant (input torque� 2500Nm), the variations of
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TVPA and TVMP are shown in Figures 20 and 21. On
account of the speed changes, the meshing frequency also
changes. From Figures 20 and 21, it can be seen that the
input speed influences both the amplitude and the period.
However, the variation cycle of pressure angle equaling the
meshing cycle is unchanged. And the higher the speed, the

higher the variation frequency and amplitude modulation
frequency will be. +e energy variation of the vibration
signal in different speeds is shown in Figure 22. +e signal
energy for both conditions of constant and TVPA is cal-
culated in the same range of the carrier rotation angle to
ensure the comparability of signal energy at different
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Table 2: Operating conditions.

Number of operations 1 2 3 4 5 6
Input torque (Nm) 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500
Input speed (rpm) 100 100 100 100 100 100
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rotating speeds. +e simulation numbers corresponding to
the operation conditions are shown in Table 3. In Figure 22,
for both of the constant and TVPA conditions, it is cal-
culated under the constant input torque and different input

speeds. And for the same simulation number, both of them
are calculated in the same rotation speed and input torque
whose energy difference is shown in Figure 23. From Fig-
ure 22, it can be observed that the energy in both conditions
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increases linearly with the speed increasing which is because
the amplitude of meshing vibration increases significantly.
And at the same speed, the energy difference between the
two is small except for some special speeds. +erefore, the
speed variation mainly affects the phase varying period.

3.4.BeResponse of the Systemwith SunGear Fault. To study
the dynamic response of the system when a gear fault occurs,
a sun gear fault is taken as an example and introduced into
the model. And the fault is expressed by the attenuation of
the meshing stiffness. Set the input speed 100 rpm and the
input torque 2500Nm. +e vibration signal modulates the
rotation frequency of the carrier and fault characteristic
frequency of the sun gear. +e envelope spectrum of the
meshing force for s-p1 in a constant pressure angle is shown
in Figure 24.+e rotation frequency of carrier (1.667Hz) and
the fault characteristic frequency (30.83Hz) of the sun gear
can be clearly seen. And Figure 25 shows the comparison of
meshing force spectrum for s-p1 in conditions of constant
pressure angle and TVPA. Due to the influence of TVPA,
some frequency components in the vibration signal are
strengthened and some are weakened. +erefore, the

amplitude of themeshing force is not always higher than that
of the constant condition, and more frequency components
appear. And the response of the system under different fault
severity is compared. +e meshing phase variation is shown
in Figure 26. +e more serious the fault severity is, the
greater variation of the meshing phase will be when the fault
gear tooth is meshing. +e variation of meshing phase is
affected not only by the fault severity but also by the relative
motion between the sun gear and the planet which has been
explained in Section 3.2 based on Figure 8. +erefore, the
value of the meshing phase variation is not the same when
the fault gear tooth and the three planets mesh, respectively,
under the same fault severity. Hence the change of meshing
phase will affect the phase modulation in the vibration signal
and the meshing stiffness can be presented in Figure 27. It
can be seen that the more serious the fault severity is, the
greater the mutation value is, and so is the meshing stiffness.
From the meshing force spectrum which is shown in Fig-
ure 28, it can be concluded that with the increase of fault
severity, the influence of TVPA is also strengthened. +e
amplitude of meshing force is different under various fault
severity.

Table 3: Operating conditions.

Number of operations 1 2 3 4 5 6
Input torque (Nm) 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500 2500
Input speed (rpm) 100 200 300 400 500 600
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4. Conclusions

+is paper studies the vibration mechanism of the sun
gear when it is set to float in a planetary gearbox and
introduces time-varying pressure angle, time-varying
overlap ratio, and time-varying meshing phase to in-
vestigate the influence of these dynamic parameters on
the vibration response of the system under different
operating conditions. Subjected to the action of the
meshing force, the sun gear presents a triangular
movement in the mesh progress. And through ana-
lyzing the characteristics of the dynamic responses
based on the proposed planetary gearbox model, the
conclusions can be obtained:

(1) +e time-varying pressure angle and overlap ratio
vary with an approximate sine function at the
period of meshing cycle, which results in more
frequency components in the vibration response.
Due to the floating set and bearing deflection, the
pressure angle, overlap ratio, and meshing phase
also change with time, which causes the meshing
stiffness leading to mutation during the mesh
progress.

(2) +e meshing phase changes with the operating loads
and rotation speeds. +e rotation speed mainly af-
fects the phase modulation period. When the load
increases, the meshing phase variation will increase
accordingly. Hence the phase modulation amplitude
is mainly affected by the operating loads.

(3) Both the amplitude modulation and phase modu-
lation are affected by gear faults. And when a gear
fault occurs, the fault characteristic frequency will be
modulated in the meshing force spectrum. +e
variation of time-varying pressure angle, overlap
ratio, and meshing phase will increase with the fault
severity.

Considering that the variation of meshing phase affects
themeshing stiffness which is amain factor of gear vibration,
in the future work, we will study the effect of meshing

stiffness on the meshing vibration waveform to reveal the
vibration mechanism, and then combine with fault feature
extraction algorithm to conduct planetary gearbox fault
diagnosis.
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